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1. INTRODUCTION
Let V be a finite-dimensional vector space over GF(q),  where q is odd.
Suppose that dim V= 2m + 1, m = 1,2,...,  and that V is equipped with a
nondegenerate quadratic form Q. Let R(2m  + 1, q)-or just Sa, when m and
q are clear from the context--denote the commutator subgroup of the
general orthogonal group of this quadratic form; that is, l2(2m  + 1, q) is a
Chevalley group of type B(m, q). In this paper we compute the second degree
cohomology of n on its standard module V. In the smallest case
(dim V= 3), H*(fi, V) is zero for q = 3, and it is of dimension 1 over GF(q),
otherwise [lo]. Hence we will assume from now on that dim Va 5. Our
main result is that, under these assumptions, H*(J2, V) is always zero, except
for the group n(7,3),  where we obtain an upper bound of 1 for the
dimension of the second degree cohomology group over GF(3).  The group
H*(0(7, 3),  V) is already known to be nonzero  [5], so that it constitutes the
only exception.
The general outline of the proof is to calculate H*(G, V), where G is the
maximal parabolic subgroup of R which is the stabilizer of a singular point.
Since the restriction map from n to G induces an injection on the
cohomology level, H*(R,  V) will be trivial provided that H*(G, V) is. Except
for the cases of q = 3, dim V= 5, 7 or 9, it is fairly straightforward to obtain
the result that H’(G,  V) is zero, by studying certain exact cohomology
sequences obtained from the E,-terms  of the Hochschild-Serre spectral
sequence. In the two cases of q = 3, dim V= 5 or 9, where H*(G,  V) is
nonzero,  we obtain explicit formulas for the nontrivial cocycle classes on the
3Sylow subgroup of the orthogonal group which is contained in the
maximal parabolic subgroup G. We then show that these cocycle classes are
not stable ones, hence in these two cases, H*(R,  V) must be trivial again.
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In this paper we also prove that
dim,,.,,, H’(R(2m + 1, 3),  V) = 1 if m = 2,
= o otherwise.
This result was already given by Jones in his thesis [7 1 , but here we actually
produce an explicit formula for the nontrivial cocycle on a 3-Sylow subgroup
of 0(5,3).  In turns, this provides us with an expression for the nonzero
cocyle  class in H’(R(7, 3),  GF(3)), and this last result is relevant to
H2(R(9, 3),  VI.
2. PRELIMINARY RESULTS ABOUT THE GROUP Q
AND ITS STANDARD MODULE V
The standard module V can be decomposed as Y = P @ U @ R, where P
and R are a hyperbolic pair of singular points and U is a vector space of
dimension 2m - 1 over GF(q);  moreover, the quadratic form Q defined on V
restricts to a nondegenerate quadratic form Ql,  on U. In fact one can break
U up into the orthogonal direct sum
u= I, 0 l,@ “’ Ol,-,  0 (w,),
where 1, ,...,  I,,-, are hyperbolic lines and (w,) is a nonsingular point (that is,
a nonsingular subspace  of dimension 1). We will assume that for q > 3.
Q(wO)  is a square in GF(q),  and that for q=  3, Q(wO)=-1.  Now, with
respect to suitable basis for V (one that agrees with the decomposition
V = P 0 U 0 R), the bilinear form f associated to Q has the matrix
in block form, where f,, denotes the bilinear form associated to Qltr. In the
case q  = 3, we choose out basis so as to have
where all the unmarked entries of the matrix are zeroes. All matrices to
follow will be written with respect to this setup.
We now give some technical results about the fundamental root groups of
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Q for small-dimensional cases over GF(3) that will be needed in the future. If
(x,(t))  stands for the root group associated with a root a, (relative to the
standard maximal torus) then the element w, = on(l),  where
maps onto a fundamental generator of the Weyl group [ 111.  By a theorem of
Cline, Parshall and Scott [4], a cocycle class [f] is stable if and only if it is
stable under all the w,‘s,  where 01 is fundamental. But the subgroup
H,Z(9,  v) of stable cocycle classes on the Sylow-subgroup .Y is isomorphic
to H’(R, V).  Hence, to be able to make some stability checks in the small-
dimensional cases, we list the fundamental generators of the Weyl group
which correspond to the fundamental root groups.
LEMMA 2.1 (i). For f2(5,  3), the following matrices are the fundamental
generators :
0 1 0 0 0
0 0 0 o - 1
0 0 0 1 0









1 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 1 0
0 o-1 0 0 .
0 1 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 1 i








(The unmarked entries of the matrices are all zeroes.)
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Proof: We refer the reader to Carter [3,  p. 1801  for a list of all the
fundamental roots of the orthogonal groups.
Remark 2.1. For future reference we note that if the rows and columns
of a (2m $ 1) x (2m + 1) matrix are labelled 1,2  ,...,  m,O,-m ,..., -2, -1,
and E, denotes the matrix with a +l at the (i, j) entry and zeroes elsewhere,
for -m < i, j< m, then the root group
x,(t) =I+ @,,,  -&-1) + t%- 1,
where Z stands for the identity matrix, gives the generator
CO=
0 0 “’ 0 1





1 0 .” 0 0
Notation 2.1. I,,  O,,, will denote the identity and zero matrices, respec-
tively, and we will drop the subscripts whenever they are clear from the
context. We also let K = GF(q), p = Char K, and K* the set of nonzero
elements of the field K. If G is a group and M is a (left) KG-module, we let
fl stand for the set of all G-invariants in M.
The following proposition gives the structure of the maximal parabolic
subgroup G of Q.
PROPOSITION 2.1. Let G be the semidirect product of X by A, where
A = the Siegel subgroup of 0 at P
1 +f” (-l/2) W!f[,r w
= 0 zzm-1 W
0 0 1
is a normal, elementary abelian  subgroup of G, with complement
i
x = IIEK*,TEf2(2m-1,q)
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Then G, the stabilizer of P in 0,  is a subgroup whose index in R is prime to
p. Hence, H2(G, V) = 0 implies that H*(Q, V) = 0.
Proof. R must contain all the p-subgroups of the general orthogonal
group, so in particular it contains A. X= G/.4 is also in R since the elements
of X can be realized as commutators of orthogonal matrices. The last
statement follows from general results on cohomology [ 81.
Remark 2.2. A N KZmel, the additive group of U, on the other hand X is
isomorphic to the direct product of R(2m - 1, q) by the multiplicative group
K** of nonzero  squares in K. If we regard A as the column space, X acts on
it by
o w=I’Tw for w E A (columns)
and if we regard A as the row space, the action is
oz=d’zT-’ for z E A (rows).
As indicated here, we will denote the elements of A by a column w or by a
row z.
IfwEK’*-‘( 1co umns) and T is in the upper-triangularpBylow  subgroup
of l2(2m  - 1, q) then we let wT stand for the orthogonal matrix
i
1 -wffr,  T (-l/2) wffr/  w
0 T
0 0 1;’
Such matrices constitute the p-Sylow subgroup .B of R(2m  - 1, q) which  lies
in G.
X has a subgroup X, isomorphic to Ll(2m  - 1, q), namely,
]X : X0 ] is prime to p.
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3. COHOMOLOGY COMPUTATIONS
Let G be a group with a normal abelian subgroup A, and let X = G/A. If
M is a KG-module, we have the following exact cohomology sequences:
0 -, H’(G,  M), -+ H’(G,  M) --f  H’(A, M)X
O~HH’(X,MA)--tH1(G,M)~H’(A,M)X-tHZ(X,MA)~H2(G,M),  (1)
-H'(X,H'(A,M))-,H3(X,MA),
which come from the E,-terms  of the Hochschild-Serre spectral sequence.
Here, the first line merely defines H2(G,  M), as the kernel of the restriction
map from H’(G,  M)-+  H2(A, M)X.  For a more detailed description of the
maps given above, we refer the reader to [2,8].  In our case, the group G is
actually a semidirect product of X by A, hence the connecting
homomorphism Hi@,  M*)+  H2(X,MA)  becomes the zero map [2,  Sect. 11.
Our first theorem involves the first degree cohomology of the orthogonal
group Q(2m  + 1, q) on its standard module. As we already mentioned in the
introduction, the interesting part of this cohomology-namely, the case
where q = 3-was worked out by Jones [ 71. Our purpose here is to obtain an
explicit formula for the nontrivial cocycle class in the group H’(0(5,3),  V.
which is needed to compute some second degree cohomology later on.
THEOREM 3.1. The module H’(L?(2m  + 1,3), V) is trivial for ail m > 3.
However, H’(L@(5,3),  V) is a one-dimensional vector space over GF(3);
moreover, in this case, the nontrivial cocycle can be represented on the 3-
Sylow subgroup ~7  of J2(5,3)  by the map
(Above, the entries shown with a * are determinedfrom a, b, c, d, which are
arbitrary elements of GF(3)---see  Remark 2.2.)
Proof We consider the exact sequence
0 + H’(X,  V”) -+ H’(G, V)  -t H’(A,  V)‘-+ 0, (2)
which arises from (1). In this sequence the second arrow represents the
inflation map, induced from the natural homomorphism G + G/A =X,  and
the third arrow represents the restriction map, induced from the inclusion of
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A in G. The action of X5: R(2m  - 1, 3) on VA = P is trivial, and for m > 3.
Q(2m  - 1, 3) is a perfect group. Therefore
H’(X,  VA)2:Hom(Q(2m--  1,3),K)=O for m > 3.
If m = 2, H’(x,  VA) N ~‘(Q(3,3)/8’(3,3),  K) 11 (K, +),  the additive group
of the field K = GF(3),  where a generator will look like
for a E K,
on the 3-Sylow subgroup.
Next let d E Z’(A, V) such that the cocycle class of d is stable under the
action of X. Regarding A. as the row space, for z E A we have
d(z) = &(z)9 d”(Z), 4&))‘~
where d,,(z) E P, d,(z) E U, C&(Z) E R, and t means transpose. From the
cocycle condition
4.Y + z) = Y o d(z)  + d(u) for y,  z E A ( 3 )
it follows that d, E Horn@,  R) and that
d,(y  + z) = 40) + d,(z)  - J~‘4(4-
Hence $d,(z)  = ztd,(y)  for all y,  z and so d, = 0. In turn this means that
d,  E Horn@,  U) and that
40 + z> = d,(y)  + 4(z) + Y 0 d,(z) for all y,  z E A. (4)
Writing d,(z) = Mz’ for some matrix M, (4) implies that M must be a
symmetric matrix. Let Y(2m  - 1, q) denote the set of all
(2m - 1) x (2m - 1) symmetric matrices over GF(q).  If d E Z’(A,  V), then
we know
d(z) = (-ZMZ’  + l(z), Mz’,  0)’ for all z E A,
where ME Y(2m  - 1,3) and 1 E Horn@,  P) = A*, the dual space. In other
words,
Z’(A,  ?‘)  =  9  @A*. (5)
One sees immediately that
B’(A,  V’)=KJ@A*, (6)
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where KJ  is the one-dimensional subspace  spanned by J. If we let
.y = S‘/KJ,  then from (5) and (6), !#‘(A,  I’)  is seen to be isomorphic to ,F
as an X-module, where the action of X on ,p is induced by the action of X =
Q(2m - I ,  3 )  o n  ,Y’=.Y(2m  - 1,3) v ia  To  S=  TST’,  f o r  S E  .‘;i.
TE f2(2m - 1,3).
By direct calculation one finds that for m > 3, Hi@,  I’)” 2: .-Px = 0, while
for m = 2, g* = {ASI  A E K}, a one-dimensional subspace, where s is the
image of the symmetric matrix
0 1 0
s= 1 o-1
t io - o  0 ,
under the quotient map. From (2) it follows that H’(G,  V) = 0 for m > 3,
and so Hi@,  V) = 0. Again from (2), dim, H’(G, V) = 2, with a basis for
this space being [g] and (h], say, where [g] is the image of the nonzero
cocycle class of H’(X,  V”) under the inflation map, and [h] is a cocycle
class such that its restriction to A generates H’(A, V)“. We will use the same
notation for a cocycle and its restriction to the 3-Sylow subgroup .Y.
Considering stability under the element w defined in Remark 2.1, it is seen
that [g] is not stable on the 3Sylow subgroup.
Next we observe that under the isomorphism .FX N H’(A, Qx, the
generator ,!?  of p* corresponds to [h,] in Hi@,  Qx, where
h,(z) = (-ZSZ’,  Sz’, 0)’ for all z E A (rows).
If we now define h:.P-+  V by
ht”‘T)  = Mw’)  - wT 0  (0,  0.  o, o, a)‘,
where w E K3 (columns) and T is the element
of .8,  then h E Z’(G,  I’)  and [h] restricts to [h, J-see [2,  p. 2411. However,
it turns out that the second basis element, namely [h], is also not stable
under o.  But if we let f = g + h, it is seen that [f] is stable under the
fundamental generators listed in Lemma 2.1 (i). The formula for f is precisely
the one given in the statement of the theorem.
Next we turn our attention to H*(G, V); the exact sequence of G-modules
481’67 I7
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gives rise to the exact cohomology sequence [8]
H*(G, P @ v)  --)  H’(G,  V)  -, H’(G,  V/P 0 v). ( 7 )
By Proposition 2.1 and Eq. (7), H’(0,  V) = 0 provided that both
H*(G, PO  v> = 0 and H*(G,  V/P @ v) = 0. We will let R stand for
V/P @ U and U stand for P @ U/P in our calculations, and first examine
H*(G, R) via the exact sequences (1) applied to the module R. The various
groups involved are given in the next three lemmas.
LEMMA 3.1. We have H*(A, P)”  = 0 and H*(A, Rr  = 0 for all q > 3
and all dimensions.
Proof. Since A is an elementary abelian group acting trivially on P (or
R) we have the exact sequence of X-modules [ 1,8]
0 -t Hom(A, P) --t  H*(A, P) + Alt,(A,  P) + 0,
where Alt,(A,  P) denotes the set of all alternating 2-forms from A into P.
Also [ 1, p. 2211, H*(A, Pr will be zero provided that the group Hom(A,  Pr
of X-stable homomorphisms and the group Alt,(A,  P)”  of X-stable alter-
nating forms both vanish. This discussion applies to the module R as well.
Let r be the Galois group of the field K = GF(q)  over its prime field, and
for u E r let H,(A,  P) stand for the space of all K-semilinear transformations
from A into P with component automorphism cr. Then we have the decom-
position [8,  p. 2081
Hom(A, P)” = @ H,(A,  P)“.
OEr-
Regarding A as the column space, any h E H,,(A,  P) can be represented by
some row z,, where h(w) = z, w”  for all w E A. For h to be X-stable, we
must have
zO=zOT for all TE fJ(2m - 1, q),
and therefore z,  = 0. This proves that H,(A,  P)”  = 0 for any u E r, so
Hom(A, Pr = 0. Similarly Hom(A, R)X = 0.
Next suppose q # 3 and let {w,, w-i,  w2,  w-*  ,...,  w~-~,  w-(,-i), w,} be
a basis for A, where { wl, w-r} is a hyperbolic pair of singular points for
i = 1, 2,..., m - 1, and Q(wO)  is a nonzero  square in the field K. If
d E Alt,(A,  Pr,  then d = 0 provided that
#tawi, Pw/) = O forall  a,PEK,-(m-  l)<i,jgm-  1 .
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On the other hand, the stability condition that +14  must satisfy is that for
v,wEA,
A’& w) = #TV, PTW) for all ,I E K* and TE 0(2m - 1, q). (8)
First assume i # 0. Then if j# fi  we can substitute 1= 1 and
TE Q(2m  - 1, q) such that Twi = y2wi, Twj = wj for y E K* in Eq. (8) to
obtain
#((l -Y2)awi9Bwj)=o for all y. (9)
But if q > 3, the additive subgroup of GF(q)  generated by { 1 - y2  1 y E K*)
equals all of GF(q),  so by (9), @(awi,/3wj)  = 0 for ail a,PE  K.
Let T,  be the reflection through the hyperplane perpendicular to (z), for
some nonsingular vector z. Then for i # 0, the orthogonal transformation
Twi+ w-f  0 Two is an element of R by our choice of w, . Substituting this
transformation for T and taking I = 1 in (8) we have
#(wi,  a2wei)  = +(-wdi,  -a2wi)  = #(wei, a2wi).
Also from (8),
(10)
#(W-i,  a’Wi>  = $(a2W-i,  wi)* (11),
Now from (10) and (11) it follows that #(wi,  a2w_,)=0  for all a, and so
#(awi,/3w-,)=O  for all a,/lE  K.
The last case left is #(awi,pwi).  By (8),
#(awi,j?w,)  = ~-‘#(a~*wi,~A2Wi) for all A E K*. (12)
Therefore we may regard 0 restricted to (wi)  x (Wi)  as an element of
Alt,(K,  KY*‘,  satisfying condition (12). But there are no such nonzeroalter-
nating forms [8]. This proves that Alt2(A,P)X  = 0 for q # 3. Similar
considerations give Ah,@,  R)X = 0 for q # 3.
Finally if q f 3 and 4 E Alt,(A,  Pr or Alt,(A,  Rr, we may represent 4 by
some skew-symmetric matrix M via
r#(v, w) = U’MW for 0, w E A (columns).
The stability condition (8) then becomes
M= T’MT forall  TE0(2m-  1,3). (13)
Since M is a singular matrix, it follows from (13) that M = 0. This completes
the proof of the lemma.
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LEMMA 3.2. We have
dim, H’(X,  Horn@,  R)) = 1 if K = GF(3),  dim V = 7
= o otherwise.
Proof: It suffices to consider
H’(X,  , Horn@,  R)) = @ H’(X, , H&4, R)),
oer
where r and H,,(A,R) are as defined in Lemma 3.1. But each H,(A,R)  is
simply another model for the standard module of Q(2m  - 1, 4).  Hence the
lemma follows from a theorem of Cline et al. [4,  Table (4.5)]  for q > 3, and
from Theorem 3.1 for q = 3.
LEMMA 3.3. We have
dim, H’(X,  P) = dim, H*(X, R) = 1 ifK=GF(3), dimV=5or9
= o otherwise.
Moreover, if X 2:  51(7,3), both cohomology groups are generated on the 3-
Sylow subgroup G by the class of the cocycle
(wT, vS) ct -v’JT-’ d(g?,
where [d] E H’(O(5,3),  GF(3)5) is the nontrivial cocycle class given in the
statement of Theorem 3.1.
ProoJ The result is obvious for q # 3. If q = 3, both groups in question
are isomorphic to H2(fi(2m  - 1,3),  GF(3)),  where GF(3)  is the trivial l-
dimensional module. 4(3,3)  being a solvable group, it is enough to show
that H*(Q(3,3), GF(3))  has dimension 1; for 2m - 1 > 5, the answers are
listed in [6].
To obtain the formula for the cocycle on R(7,3),  let G = AX be the
subgroup of 0(7,3)  described in Proposition 2.1 and consider the exact
inflation-restriction sequences (1) for the module M= GF(3).  From
Lemma 3.1, H*(A, GF(3))x  = 0. Also H*(X, GF(3))  = 0 as mentioned
above. Thus H*(G, GF(3))  is isomorphic to a subgroup of
H’(X,  Hom(A, GF(3))  N H’(Sd(5,3),  GF(3)5).  If [d] is the generator for this
l-dimensional module given in Theorem 3.1, then the inverse image of [d] in
H*(G, GF(3))  is a cocycle class [f] which can be written on the Sylow
subgroup 9 as [2,  p. 24 1 ]
f(wT,  vS) = -v’JT-’  d(T) for wT, VS E .Y.
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It is readily seen that [f] is stable under the fundamental generators given in
Lemma 2.1.
By (1) applied to the module R and the last three lemmas we now have
COROLLARY 3.1. The module H’(G, R) is trivial unless q = 3 and
dim V < 9; in these exceptional cases, an upper bound for dim, H2(G,  R) is
1.
Next we consider M = P @ U in the exact sequences (1) and compute the
various cohomology groups that arise in this context.
LEMMA 3.4. We have H’(X,  H’(A,  P 0 U)) = 0 for all q 2 3 and ail
dimensions.
ProoJ Let K, = GF(p),  the prime lield  of K, and regard A 21  KZm-’  as
the row space over K. Let Y(2m - 1, q)---or  simply Y-be the set of all
symmetric matrices as in Theorem 3.1, and let w =
Horn, (A, P)/Hom,(A,  P). Then H’(A, P 0 U) N .Y 0 W as an X-module,
where ?he action is as follows:
Let S E Y , fE W,  and x the element of X given by
Then x o S = J2TST’  and (x of)(z)  = n’f(A-‘zT) for z E A. This gives
H’(X,  H’(A,  P @ v))  N H’(X,  Y) @ @ H’(X,  H,(A,
O#I
If K happens to be a prime field, then W= 0; if not, then X contains a
nontrivial central element acting nontrivially on H,(A,  P) for CJ # 1, so that
H’(X,  H,(A,  P)) = 0 for ~7 # 1. Similar considerations show that for
K # GF(3), H’(X,  Y’) = 0, too. Finally if K = GF(3), this group is
H’(R,  Y) with the orthogonal group acting on the symmetric matrices by
congruence. We will prove that this cohomology group also vanishes in all
dimensions.
We may assume that 0 = D(2k + 1,3),  k > 2. Let G = AX be the
subgroup of discussed in Proposition 2.1 and take f,; = J.  From the exact
sequence (I),
O-tH’(X,~A)~H1(G,~)_)H’(A,~~)X (14)
is exact. X acts trivially on -iPA,  and since X is a perfect group for k > 3,
H’(X,YA)=O for k>3.
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Next we let FE Z’(A,  9) so that [F]  E H’(A, Yr and write
i
44 4.4
F(z) = d’(z) b(z) ZEA,
44 f’(z)
according to the decomposition of the elements of A given in Proposition 2.1.
The cocycle condition
F(w  + z) = w 0 F(z) + F(w) for all w, z E A (15)
shows that c E Horn@,  GF(3)) and that
f(w  + z) = f(w) + f(z)  - JW’CW.
Hence w%(z) = z’(w) for all w, z, so that c = 0 and f is a homomorphism.
Writing f(z) = Mz’ for some matrix A4, we see that
e(w + z) = e(w) + e(z) + wf(z) for all w, z,
so M is symmetric. Moreover, the equation
b(w + z) = b(w) + b(z) - Jwlf’(z) -f(z) WJ
shows that M= W for some 1 E GF(3). Now, we can add the coboundary
to F to assume without loss of generality that f = 0. Then
e E Horn@,  GF(3)),  say e(z) = ze, for some column e, . But then by adding
the coboundary
0 0 0
zt-+(z-l)o i0 0-e’, -e, i0
to F we may assume that e = 0 and that b E Horn@,  Y(2k  - 1,3)).
Furthermore, since [F] is stable under X, it follows that b = 0, so d will be a
homomorphism, say d(z) = ZD for some matrix D. Then by (15)
a(w  + z) = u(w) + u(z) + 2wdyz) for all w, 2
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so that D must be a symmetric matrix. Modifying F by the coboundary
we may assume that d= 0. Thus a E Hom(A,  GF(3)). But this means
[F] = 0. This and (14) prove that H’(JJ(2k  + l), P(2k + 1,3))  = 0 unless
k = 2. Finally if k = 2, H’(X,  Y”) =H’(G,  9).  We let a denote the element
a E GF(3)
in the 3-Sylow  subgroup of Xz f2(3,3).  A cocycle in Z’(X,  ,YA) must have
the shape
on the Sylow subgroup. We let [g]  E H’(G, Y’) be the image of this map
under inflation, and .Y and w’ as before. If [g]  E H:(cP, v),  then for any
T E 9 n P’ we must have
(0 0 W-l  - g(T)  = (T-  1) 0 S forsomeSEY;
hence 1 =I = 0, so there are no nonzero  stable cocycle classes. This means
that H’(J?(5,3), 9) = 0 also, and completes the proof of Lemma 3.4.
The last eohomology group that we need to know ahout  is Hz@, P @ v)“.
For this we will use the following theorem of McLaughlin [9]:
Let1-+A-+G+X-+lbeasplitexactsequen~.eofgroupsandletVbea
KG-module, K = GF(q),  q odd. Suppose W is a submodule of I/ with
WA = W and (V/v = V/W, and that the sequence of G-modules
0 + W + I’-+ V/W+ 0 splits as a sequence of X-modules. For
[f ] E H*(A) v)” we writef = u, , fJ,  where the image off, is in W and the
image of f2 in V, W. If H’(X,  Horn@,  V/W)) = 0 and f, = 0 for any
[$I  E ZP(A, v)x,  then H*(A, v)” ‘v H*(A, w)“.  (In particular the theorem
holds if H’(X,  Horn@,  V/w)) = 0 and H*(A, V/w) = 0.)
The proof of this theorem involves the observation that since [f] E
H*(A, v)“,  it follows that f2 E Z*(A, V/w) and that [f2] E H*(A, V/IV)‘.
Since this last cohomology group is trivial, one may modify f by a
coboundary to assume that f = (f,, 0)‘. Furthermore, if
H’K HoJW,  VW)) is also trivial, one has that f, E Z*(A, IV) and that
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If, I E H*(A,  w)“. A gain, since this cohomology group is also trivial, one
obtains the result that f itself must be a coboundary.
To apply this theorem with V = P 0 U, we give a sequence of lemmas.
LEMMA 3.5. Let dim U= 2m - 1. Then
dim, H*(A, U)” = 2 ifq=3,m=2
ZZ 1 ifq=3,m>3  o r  q=5,m=2
= o otherwise.
ProoJ First we consider Hom(A, U)” = @ H,(A,  I/)x,  where H,(A,  v) is
the space of all semilinear maps from A N K2”-’  (columns) into U, with
component automorphism cr.  So if h E H,(A,  U) we may take h(w) = Mw”
for some (2m - 1) x (2m - 1) matrix M over K. If, furthermore, h happens
to be stable under the action of X, then
M = d2”T-  ‘MT for all A E K*,  T E LQm  - 1, q).
Thus M = 0 unless 12u  = 1, i.e., unless q = 3. But for K = GF(3),
Hom(A, U)” is isomorphic to the set of all matrices stable under the group
R, where the action is T M = TMT-  ’ for T E 0.  These matrices are
precisely the scalar ones, so for q = 3, Hom(A, U’)”  has dimension 1.
Next let 4 E Alt,(A,  v)“.  Then for w, .z E A,
$(w,  z) = T-‘@(J2Tw,  A*Tz) for all A E K*,  TE R(2m - 1, q). (16)
If {W1,W-l,..‘,W,-,,W-(m-l), w,} is the basis for A given in Lemma 3.1,
using this as a basis for U also, (16) implies that 4 E 0 provided that
$(czwi,  pwj)  = 0 for all (r,  /I E K and all basis elements Wi,  w,.  Consideration
of (16) for various elements T of 8(2m - 1, q) shows that indeed # 3 0,
except for the two cases stated in the lemma. In fact, in these cases a stable
alternating form will have the shape
4(w,,wo)=~*, fqwo,w-,)=ew-,, )h, 4 = (-l/2) f%
for some 8 E K.
LEMMA 3.6. We have H’(X,  Hom(A, U)) = 0 for all q, all dimensions.
Proof. We consider the decomposition
H’(X,  Hom(A, u>) = @ H’(X,  H,(A,  rr))
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into the semilinear components. If x denotes the element of X given in
Lemma 3.4 and h E H&4, U), we have
(x h)(w) = T-‘h(PTW) for all w E A N K”‘-’  (columns).
We may take h(w) =Mw” for some matrix M. Then, as an X-module,
H,(A,  u) is isomorphic to the set of all (2m - 1) x (2m - 1) matrices over
K, where the action of x is
x  M= I-ZT-‘MT.
If K # GF(3),  then X contains nontrivial central elements acting nontrivially
on this module, so H’(X,  Z-Z&, v)) = 0 for q #  3.
If q = 3, H’(X,  Horn@,  U)) II  ZY’(0(2m  - 1,3),  M(2m - 1,3)),  where
..A(2m  - 1, 3) or A? stands for the set of all (2m - 1) x (2m -1) matrices
over GF(3),  and the action of Q on it is by conjugation. It is seen easily that
this cohomology vanishes for 2m - 1 = 3, so we will assume that
2m-1>5.
For the rest of the proof, let Q = a(2k  + 1,3),  k > 2, and G = AX the
subgroup of the orthogonal group given in Proposition 2.1. We consider the
exact inflation-restriction sequence
O~H’(X,~~)_tH’(G,~-,HL(A,~X-,O (17)
and by direct calculation first observe that
dim GF(3)  ff(X,  JAI = 2 i f  k=‘2
=l
= o 1
i f  k=3
i f  k>4.
The next group in (17) that we compute is H’(A,-+QX. Letting
F E Zl(A,J)  with [F] E H’(A,  dx, and following the same procedure as
the one used for H’(A,  Y)x in Lemma 3.4 we find that #(A,@  = 0 for
k # 2. Thus H’(G,A’)  = 0 provided that k #  2 or 3.
Suppose k=3;  then dimH’(X,M”)=l. Let [g]EH’(G,A’)  be the
image (under inflation) of the nonzero  cocycle class in H’(X,  MA).  Then for
wTE  AX= G we have
(
0 --dt(Ty  0
g(wT)=  0 0 d(T) 3
0 0 0 )
where [d] is a nonzero  element of H’(Q(5, 3),  GF(3)5).  With 9 and w  as
before, if [g] E Hi(9, v),  for T E 4 n 9’” we must have
og(T”-‘)o-‘-g(T)=(T-1)oM
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for some matrix M. From this it follows that d is a coboundary, certainly a
contradiction. So the cohomology we are interested in is zero if k = 3.
Finally, if k = 2, dim H’(X,.P) = 2, with a basis coming from the
homomorphisms a ++  al, and
of the 3Sylow subgroup of X 10(3,3) into MA, where we use the same
notation as in Lemma 3.4 for the elements of the Sylow subgroup. Let [f,],
[fil  EH’(G-4 be th e images (under inflation) of the cocycle classes
associated with these, respectively, and let [f,] E H’(G,X) such that [f3],
restricted to H’(A,Yn)X,  is nonzero.  From Theorem 3.1 and this lemma it
follows that, if V is the standard module of Q(5,3)  and 9 the Sylow
subgroup of G, we may take
f3m = vm, 0)’ f o r  TE9,
where [d] is a nonzero  element of H,‘(9,  V). Then {]fr],  [fi], [&I} will
constitute a basis for H’(G, A’). However, no nontrivial linear combination
of these basis elements can be stable under o,  so H’(0,A’)  = 0 for all
dimensions and all relevant fields.
LEMMA 3.7. We have H’(A,  P 0 w = 0 for all q, all dimensions.
Proof: Ifwearenotinthecasesq=S,dimU=3orq=3,dimU>3,
then by Lemmas 3.1, 3.6, 3.7 and McLaughlin’s theorem it follows
immediately that the group in question is trivial.
Next suppose that dim U= 2m - 1 = 3, q = 3 or 5. For
[f]  E H’(A,  P 0 v)x w e write f(w) = UP(w),  f&w))‘, where w E A,
&(w)  E P, and S,(w)  E U. Then f, E Z*(A,  U)  and [f,,]  E H*(A,  v)x.  By
Lemma 3.5 if q = 5 we can take fU = f,, where f, is an alternating cocycle
(corresponding to the stable alternating form), and likewise if q = 3, we can
take fu = f, + fh,  where& is an alternating cocyle and [fh]  E H*(A,  v)  is an
abelian cocyle class corresponding to the stable homomorphism. The cocycle
condition for f implies that for y, z,  w E A N K*‘“-’ (columns),
JAY, z) + fP(Y  + z, w) -.I&,  w) -fp(y,  z + w) = -v’Jfv(z, w), (18)
so that the function g: A x A x A + P defmed by g(y, z,  w) = y’Jf&  w) is
an element of B’(A,  P). By a proposition in [ 81 it follows that f, = 0 for both
q = 3 and q = 5. Then if q = 5, f(w) = UP(w),  0)‘, and it follows as before
that [f] = 0.
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Finally, if q = 3, 2m - 1 2 3, we have that any [f] E HZ@, P 0 rr)”  can
be written as f(w) = (fP(w),fn(w))’  with&(w) E P and [fj,] E H*(A, v)x is
an abelian cocycle, corresponding to some h E Horn@,  v)x.  f,,  and h are
related by [8,  p. 2081
h(w)=f,(w  WI +fdw -WI, for all w E A. (19)
From the proof of Lemma 3.5, we know that h must be a scalar
homomorphism, say h(w) = Iw  for some 1 E GF(3). Hence by (19),
h+J  = f*(w  WI  + fh(W, -WI. (20)
Also, in the cocycle condition (18),  now f, = f,,  . So, letting z = 0 in (18) we
have that fp(y,  0) = f,,(O,  w) for all y, w. Therefore we may normalize fp to
assume that fp(y,  0) = f,(O,  w) = 0 for all y,  w.
Next let y = z = w in (18) to obtain
fP(-%  Y>  - fXY9  9) = +Yi(Y~  VI* (21)
Also ify=z, w=-y  in (18),
fP(Y,  Y) + fp(-Y,  9) - fP(Y,  -9) = -YvxY9  -Y)*
Now by (20),  (21) and (22),
(22)
fP(Y,  Y) + fP(Y,  -Y) + f,(--Yl  Y) + fP(---Y,  -Y) = --AYtJY
for all yEA. (23)
In (18),  interchanging w and z, and noting that fh(z,  w) = fh(w,  z), we get
fP(Y,  w) + fP(Y  + W, 4 - fp(w,  z) - fp(Y,  z + w) = -Yt.tfdz,  w). (24)
Now by (18) and (24),
fR(Y,  z) + fP(Y  + z, w) - f,(zv w) - fP(YT  w)
- fp(Y + w, z) + fp(w,  z) = 0.
Letting y = z, w = -y in (25)
(25)
SAY,  Y) + fd-Y,  -Y) + fP(Y,  -Y) + f&d-Y,  Y) = 0. (26)
Hence from (23) and (26) it now follows that -2y’Jy = 0 for all y,  so 1= 0.
This means that [f ] E #(A, P @ rr>”  may be taken as f (w) = (f,,(w), 0)‘.
After this point the argument follows from the other cases done earlier.
These results give
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COROLLARY 3.2. The module H’(G, P @ U) is trivial unless q = 3 and
dimU=3 or 7.
At this point we have the answers for H2(8, V) except for some small-
dimensional cases over GF(3). With dim V= 5 or 9 in mind, and q = 3, we
again consider the exact sequences (1) with the group G and the module V
as usual. By Lemmas 3.1 and 3.2 and by McLaughlin’s theorem quoted in
Lemma 3.5, it follows that H2(A,  V)” = 0. Next we prove
LEMMA 3.8. We have
dim H’(X,  H’(A,  V)) = 0 if q=3,dim V=9
= 1 if q=3,dim V=5.
ProoJ From Theorem 3.1, H’(A, V) 1: ,F’,  and the exact sequence
O-tKJ+.Y+~F+o.
where KJ = (JJ 1 J E GF(3)}  yields the exact cohomology sequence
H’(X,  9’) + H’(X,  9) 4 H’(X,  K.f).
By Lemma 3.4, H’(X,  9) = 0. Also, dim H*(X, KJ) = 1 in both the cases
under consideration, so dim H’(X,  9) < 1.
If q = 3, dim V = 5, for a E GF(3)  we let a denote the element of the 3-
Sylow subgroup of XE sh(3,3)  given in the proof of Lemma 3.4 and observe
that there is a nontrivial cocycle from X into &Fj,  namely,
a=(: ja Tj t-+  (: j?z +).
From the isomorphism 9 N H’(A,  v),  the map f: X+ Z’(A,  V), which
induces the above cocycle, is seen to be
f(a)( % ) = a  (  (bT2b)j. (27)
Next if dim V = 9, we have to show that H’(D(7,  3),  9(7,3)) = 0. Letting G
be the usual subgroup of Q(7,3), it suffices to prove that H’(G, 9) = 0. For
this we consider the exact inflation-restriction sequence
0 + H’(X,  PA)  + H’(G, -Fj) -+ H’(A I p)?
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Here, the group on the left is clearly zero, and the one on the right is seen to
be zero also, by using a similar argument to the one given in Lemma 3.4.
This completes the proof of the lemma.
Now, by Lemma 3.3 and the exact sequences (1) it follows that
H*(G, V) # 0 in both of the cases under consideration. However, as we show
in the next lemma, this does not give any nontrivial cohomology on 52.
LEMMA 3.9. Let G be the subgroup of R(2m + 1, 3) given in Proposition
3.1, and Y the upper-triangular 3Sylow subgroup of G. Suppose that
g E Z2(G,  V) such that [g] is the image (under the inflation map) of some
[f ] E H’(X,  VA).  Then if [g] E Hf(Y, V) it follows that [f ] = 0.
Proof Suppose that [g] E H:(.Y,  P’)  is the image of some
(f ] E H*(X, VA)  under inflation. In particular, [g]  must be stable under the
element o discussed in Remark 2.1, so there exists some I E C’(Y,  I’)  such
that for any wT, zS E 917  Y’“,
wg((wT)“-‘, (zS)~-‘) - g(wT,  zS) = (&)(wT,  zS), (28)
where 6: C’(.Y,  V)+  C*(Y,  V) is the differentiation map on the cochains.
We must also have
g(wT,  zS) = (f(T,  S), O,..., 0)'.
Decomposing 1 as I = (IP,  I,,  lJt according to V = P @ U @ R, the top line
of the vector equation (28) shows that -f = 6m, for some mp E C'(X, VA).
Therefore [f ] = 0.
We are now ready to state the main theorem of the paper.
THEOREM 3.2. For m > 2, H2(0(2m  + 1, q), V) = 0 unless q = 3, m = 3.
In this case, dim H*(Q(7,3),  V)  < 1.
Proof Unless q = 3, m  = 2 or 4, we already have the result from
Corollaries 3.1 and 3.2. The argument given above takes care of the case
q = 3, m = 4. The only remaining case to be done is s2(5,  3). In this case,
H*(A,  V)” = 0 but dim H*(X, VA)  = dim H’(X,  H’(A,  V)) = 1. Therefore the
exact sequence (1) becomes
0 -+ H2(X,  VA)  + H*(G,  V)  + H’(X,  H’(A,  V)) -+ H3(X,  VA). (29)
Let IJ  denote the map on the right in Eq. (29) and let a stand for an element
of the upper-triangular 3-Sylow subgroup of R(3,3)  as given in Lemma 3.4.
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Then if?E Z’(X,  H’(A, V)) is induced from some f: X+ Z’(A,  V), given Q,
a’ E X we have [2]  a vector ~(a, a’), determined modulo VA, by
(w - 1) o(a, a’) = a 0 f(u’)(u-  ‘ o w) - f(a + a’)(w)  + f(a)(w), (30)
where w EA. Then w[p]  = [h] is defined (see [2]  again) by
h(u,  a’, a”) = u(u, a’) + u(u + II’,  a”)
- a 0 u(u’, a”) - u(u, a’ + a”) (31)
for u,  u’, a” E X- 9(3,3).  From the formula for f given in Eq. (27) it
follows that we may take
u(u, a’) = (0, 0, 0, 0, -uu’(u  + a’))‘. (32)
(Note that the a, a’ on the left side of (32) denote matrices but on the right-
hand side they denote elements of GF(3).)
From (3 1) and (32) it is clear that h = 0, so w  = 0, and therefore H’(G,  V)
is a a-dimensional vector space over GF(3).  Let {[g],  [1]}  be a basis for this
space such that [g]  spans the image of the inflation map from H*(X, I’“)
into H’(G,  V), and the restriction of [I] to X spans H’(X,H’(A,  v)).  If
w, z E A, T = a E X, S = u’ E X, we may take
g(wT,  zS)  = ((uu’(u  + a’), O,O,O, 0)’
as the definition of g on the Sylow  subgroup 9 of G. Also
l(wT,  zS)  = w 0 f(u){Tz)  - w 0 (Tz) 0 u(u, a’).
Let n = al + pg for some a, /? E GF(3).  If [n] is stable on.9,  in particular
it must be stable under the fundamental generators given in Lemma 2.1(i).
But this implies that a = 0, so n =/3g.  But by Lemma 3.9, [Bg]  cannot be
stable unless /I = 0. This shows that ‘H’(SJ(5,  3), V) 1: Hi(Y, v) = 0, and
completes the proof of the theorem.
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